
 

 

To Our Shareholders, 

 For WaveDancer, 2021 was a year of tremendous change. The company 

we started with in January is very different than the one we ended with in 

December– literally and figuratively. A transformation is underway at 

WaveDancer as we work towards positioning ourselves as a leading zero 

trust, blockchain-enabled cybersecurity company. Regardless of the changes 

that have occurred and may occur, many things remain the same. Our 

unwavering focus to help customers achieve their mission through IT and 

data security products and services still drive what we do. Our commitment 

to our employees to foster a culture where every voice is respected and heard 

and work is challenging, yet purposeful and fulfilling, remains my top priority. 

But WaveDancer needed to transform. 

 Unless our business offerings evolved, we were at risk of becoming 

irrelevant. For years we’d been maintaining the status quo on a legacy 

business that was becoming obsolete. Our margins were too low.  Our ability 

to competitively bid in an increasingly crowded market was hindered by 

missing credentials and past performance. Our stock price languished, had 

minimal trading volume and the markets had forgotten about us. It was time 

for a radical change so we could achieve our true potential and deliver more 

for the company, our employees, our customers, and our stockholders.  

 Cybersecurity was an obvious place to focus and in April 2021 we 

acquired Tellenger, Inc. as part of a directed effort to become more 

competitive in the government contracting arena. The acquisition expanded 

our IT services capabilities and gave us a bigger footprint in cybersecurity. 

Tellenger is CMMI Level 3 certified and a government-cleared facility, two 



 

credentials we needed. Tellenger complemented our strengths and 

addressed some weaknesses.  Still, the company needed to do more. 

 Knowing a more aggressive change in direction was needed, our Board 

and I began discussing a new vision for the company in the Summer of 2021. 

In late August, I was appointed as Chairman and CEO. I had been looking for 

a company to lead after successfully building and selling a technology 

products and services firm focused on mission support in the intelligence 

community and DoD. I finally found a company with the bones that I was 

looking for – exceptional talent, a strong Board, clean financials, a profitable 

base of business, and a willingness to embrace rapid and sweeping change. I 

came on with a purpose – to take a company with all the potential for 

greatness and use a fundamentals-driven strategy to help it achieve that 

potential. 

 Very early into my tenure as CEO we made a strategic decision to 

reposition our legacy professional services business by moving away from 

low-margin third-party product reselling and toward higher margin 

professional services work.  We invested in back-office support and systems 

that would give us the governance and compliance backbone to support the 

company while it embarks on transformation. We began to pave the way for 

a major shift in our capabilities. 

 Looking at the emerging threat landscape relating to devices and data 

over the previous year, three things caught my attention. One was the 

evolution of cybersecurity practices toward the zero trust approach. Another 

was cybersecurity challenges presented by the proliferation of Internet of 

Things (IoT) devices that were taking organizational networks to the edge 

and being deployed at a dizzying pace. And lastly was the immense potential 



 

I saw in blockchain technology. I believed we had the foundation to move 

aggressively and successfully to combine several capabilities and provide 

corporate and government organizations with a new way to think about 

cybersecurity. I began to work to reposition the company as a disruptive 

technology and commercial enablement leader in the government and 

private sectors. I quickly led an effort to secure $2.8 million in private 

placement financing. I made a significant financial investment as did 

members of the Board of Directors and existing investors.  That investment 

was a testament to our collective belief in the potential that lies ahead.  

 Another important initiative I launched in the Fall of 2021 was an effort 

to increase awareness of our plans and provide easier access to our stock to a 

broader range of investors.  The company decided to “uplist” its shares, and in 

December we began trading on the Nasdaq Capital Market under the ticker 

WAVD.  This was an important milestone for us to build long-term 

shareholder value, give our shares exposure to a broader range of investors, 

improve the liquidity of our common stock, and enhance our company 

profile.  The results were immediate.  Since uplisting in December, our 

average daily stock volume is 250,000 an increase of ten times the average 

volume of the six previous months. Around this time, we also strategically 

reorganized our government services business, combining that work with our 

Tellenger subsidiary. We retired the Information Analysis, Inc. name and in 

December rebranded our company WaveDancer.  

 December also brought the consummation of our first acquisition, 

when we purchased Gray Matters, Inc. a blockchain-enabled technology 

platform that was purpose-built to solve the complex supply chain challenges 

of a very complicated and demanding government agency. Blockchain is 

most associated with cryptocurrency, but it is so much more. It’s akin to a 



 

special kind of database that I believe is going to transform how business – in 

all sectors – is conducted. I view Blockchain today as I do of the internet in 

1994. It's new and uncomfortable but in 5-10 years my prediction is that 

organizations won’t know how they functioned without it.  Through Gray 

Matters, our customers are using the WaveDancer platform to gain 

unprecedented levels of accountability, auditability, and predictability – all 

with the complete security that blockchain affords.  We are aggressively 

exposing other organizations to the tremendous power of our platform. 

 Most recently we announced the definitive agreement to acquire  

Knowmadics, Inc.  Knowmadics is a leading Internet of Things (IoT) remote 

device management and monitoring platform that provides an innovative, 

purpose-built approach to see, connect, locate, manage and track thousands 

of IoT and Operational Technology devices. Knowmadics’ solutions are in 

production in defense, public safety, energy, and manufacturing 

organizations. Should we close on Knowmadics, which is subject to us raising 

the necessary capital to fund the acquisition, the integration of their IoT and 

security technology with our current blockchain-enabled supply chain 

platform could catapult us to the front of the pack as a market leader in the 

new era of cybersecurity.  

 In an increasingly uncertain world, the threat landscape quickly shifts 

around us. We are at the dawn of a world in which conflicts do not need to 

reach our borders or our armed forces to impact us. While cyberattacks are 

nothing new, they are becoming increasingly used as the weapon of choice 

by our adversaries. Much of what companies do to protect themselves 

against threats is reactive – monitoring for breaches and then scrambling to 

address their vulnerabilities. WaveDancer is poised to offer a more proactive 

approach to cybersecurity where we hope to provide our customers with 



 

active defenses of their networks. Using the inherently secure power of 

permissioned blockchain organizations won’t have to deal with their 

compromises to data after the fact – instead, they can prevent nefarious 

behavior from happening at all. 

 Raising WaveDancer’s game can’t happen without a terrific team. Many 

of us come from military and intelligence backgrounds. We’ve dedicated our 

lives to protecting others and we are passionate about keeping Americans 

safe. The increasing sophistication of attacks we see on a regular basis leads 

us to believe that the best protection is to trust nothing.  The technology 

solutions we deliver will be built on that premise and we hope to disrupt a 

cybersecurity marketplace that’s built on the outdated concept of trust. 

 2022 and 2023 will be exciting times at WaveDancer. We hope to close 

on the Knowmadics acquisition in Q2 and aggressively build our sales and 

technical teams and the internal governance capabilities we need to be a 

world-class public company. Over the coming year, we’ll aggressively pursue 

organic growth of our business and remain opportunistic if acquisitive 

growth will deliver the returns shareholders seek. The United States and its 

allies need products like ours that will help protect assets in a cyber world 

that is constantly under attack. We’ll be there to help and hope investors will 

find our stock is one that they are proud to own.  

Jamie 


